Below there will be an interesting article, but in order to understand its full content, one has to understand the psychology of the enemy.

It's normal in psychology that when someone is in reality guilty about committed actions, and in awareness of what they are doing, this guilt can sometimes be experienced, even if they aren't caught or anything. This guilt and paranoia lead them frequently to reveal themselves, or to act strangely when they are about to be found out. This is hard and impossible to break out of, and the cover cannot be permanently maintained.

This is why jews have outbursts when they tell "The Goyim" in the face what crimes they are doing against them. They just cannot hold it all in. Every so often they have an outburst against the "Goyim", as a hyena howls when it gangs up on lions. They just can't hold it in. In the case of Jews, there is also a lot of pride over their guilt. After all, causing injury to Gentiles, is put in the laws that they follow, the "Mitzvot".

Jews know they are guilty and reptilian into an unconscious level. In their racial memory and collective cultural memory, they know fully well that their celebrations are about genocide and looting Gentiles, causing unrest, destroying Gentile cultures, and many other things. Their more studied ones know this consciously. They were always afraid so they kept every form of their culture secluded and hidden. Eventually, as the situation escalated, Gentiles found out, and then Gentiles reacted.

At first the Jews assumed this was the case because of our "Religions". So, they basically invented a counter-religions such as Islam and Christianity, that attack our own religions that we had previously. This subverted us a great deal, but the situation didn't really clear out at all, and people kept on hating them regardless. They managed to limit the severity of this. Teaching people to "turn the other cheek" and to worship jews, was fundamental to that end.

The Jews became mortified that this happened and that it keeps happening, even though they removed all Gentile culture, and in general covered as much as they could, but this is unavoidable as the mass mind remembers these crimes. This is why the jews blame the "Gods" and "Paganism", and specific races for reacting to them - sort of how a virus blames the immune system for defending itself.
So now, they decided to put full throttle the bastardization plan, as a secondary plan to remove the essence and content of people who have been hating them. Since 2015, the invasion of endless monkeys in Europe is a fact, and the plan is well known, and jewish, it's called the Kalergi Plan, and it's all run by jews. Jews, do still mention it's "Anti-Semitism" to even mention that.

The virus blames the immune system, as usual. Cells that understand that the body is sick, are penalized and called "Nazis" and "Anti-Semiticmes", and the dumb cells that the jews have taken over [the everyday NPC cattle] are used to turn against them, in order to make amends with the virus that will kill them in the end. The irony.

They know that all they have received of hate in all the centuries was the reactions, that they reaped what they sowed because of their death rituals, subversion, lying, and generally committing all sorts of crimes against Gentiles, and all Gentile races, replacing their cultures, and wronging the Gods at levels beyond comprehension.

Below for example, in the article, the jew whines about something Gentiles discovered in Europe back during the time of the Bubonic Plague: That the jews were throwing infected corpses in wells, to increase the magnitude of the plague, and increase the number of the dead people. It was "Anti-Semitic" of them to want to stop jews from throwing the corpses in the wells.

Naturally, and in fully knowledge of this, the Jews are always focused on two areas:

1. Trying to always misdirect understanding, as a criminal always tries to cover his tracks. This is parallel to how many goons blame the "police" for being "bad" with them inside a crack lab, and saying one dindu nuffin as per usual.

2. Always blaming people who find out about them, because they are afraid of potential judgement. "Anti-Semitism", "Nazism", "Far Right" etc.

See how hypocritical the Jews are. They are the ones who imposed, for the first time, a Global totalitarian regime, instantly, locking people down like animals, to what they define as an indefinite time. No "Totalitarian" regime ever did as half as that, except that of Jewish Stalin. When jews whine, it's sort of how a virus whines that the Immune System apprehended it, and that it couldn't infect further. Anything that does that, is called "Racist", "Anti-Semitic", "Nazi", "Hitler" and so forth. These are buzzwords the virus uses to defend itself.

"It’s the Goyim's fault for finding out and questioning the situation! Oy Vey!
Anti-Semitism! Shoah!!

As to what the virus does in reality, look at the present on who is the major proponent of wanting to enslave mankind - just look at what happened today. Hitler and nobody mentioned above locked people down globally like cattle. This didn't ever happen in Germany, or in any other regime the jews blame. These things happen casually and continuously on all regimes the Jews have the upper hand in.

All of a sudden, the US Constitution went out of the window. In regards to how many attempts the jews have done to do this before, we know and we remember - it's ALL THE TIME they do that stuff. So now they were like, the perfect opportunity to move in and enslave and try to get away with it.

Of course, every time someone starts or remotely even resists or understands something what is going on, or goes against their offenses, they are a "Nazi", because that was all that Nazis were, just a people who figured out what was going on and decided to make Jews stopping with their bullying and abuse. So technically now, all people who know anything about them, are "Nazis", "Anti-Semites" and so forth. The virus is complaining about the immunity of the organism. Unfortunately for them by these standards, everyone has to be a "Nazi" now, as every idiot has figured out what is going on and how people are literally enslaved with the yoke over a totally deceitful and uncertain "global" situation.

Now because the jews are very guilty, and they are aware, that the magnitude of their crimes may manifest at just about any generation or any time, they are worried and they always try to stop the Goyim from even saying anything. This is because investigation leads them to public discovery of their guilt, and their guilt leads to a deserved punishment.

Despite of all the obvious information of their involvement in the situation, they "Whine" that the so-called "Anti-Semites" are actually connecting any dots, as would anyone who is reading the news would do.

Jews Always Are Scapegoated for Pandemics. Are We Safe Today?

https://jewishjournal.com/commentary/columnist/313218/jews-always-are-scapegoated-for-pandemics-are-we-safe-today/

The Black Death was one of the worst pandemics in human history, resulting in the deaths of 100 million to 200 million people in Europe from 1347 to 1351.

The Black Death was the first major European outbreak of the plague.
Originating from Asia, where it traveled along the Silk Road, the Black Death reached Crimea by 1343. From there, it was spread by fleas living on the rats, reaching the rest of Europe via the Italian peninsula.

The Black Death swept across Europe, annihilating nearly half the population. The Europeans, who had little scientific understanding of the disease, were desperate for an explanation. Their world had collapsed. They were angry, but even more so, they were terrified.

Finding a community that had a precedent of being the scapegoat for every misfortune in the world to blame for the newest and most gutting reality, was the obvious outlet. So, they blamed Jews.

Only a small number of Jews in Europe were affected by the Black Death because they were isolated in the ghettos. They also followed Jewish laws that promote cleanliness: washing hands before eating and after eliminating bodily waste, bathe at least once a week before Shabbat, washing a corpse before burial.

As accusations spread that Jews had caused the disease by deliberately poisoning wells, the first massacres directly related to the plague took place. In April 1348 in Toulon Provence in France, Christians murdered 40 Jews in their homes. The next massacre occurred in Barcelona, then in Erfurt, Germany; Basel, Switzerland; Aragon, Spain; and Flanders, Belgium. Two thousand Jews were burned alive on Feb. 14, 1349, in the “Valentine’s Day” Strasbourg massacre, where the plague did not even affect the city.

In 1349, the Jewish community in Frankfurt am Main was annihilated. Afterward, the Jewish communities in Mainz and Cologne were obliterated. By the close of 1349, the killings of Jews near the Hansa townships of the Baltic Coast and in Eastern Europe began. Civil authorities did little to protect Jews and, in some instances, encouraged the rioters.

Killing and maiming Jews had become the universal outlet for grief-stricken Europe, a pastime that would continue for centuries.

When new misfortunes like extreme poverty in Germany appeared, the Jews believed the same horrors wouldn’t happen to them again. “But we are living in different times,” the Jews of Europe said to themselves in 1920, in a world of science, media, and democracy. For the years to come, we chant, “Never again,” unsure if it is a promise or a prophecy.

We must not fool ourselves. The world is safe for Jews until it isn’t.
“But we are living in different times,” the Jews of the West tell themselves in 2020. The spread of the coronavirus would never incite violence against us.

We must not fool ourselves. The world is safe for Jews until it isn’t.

Indeed, science, media and democracy prevail throughout Western countries but minorities still aren’t safe. We already are witnessing hate crimes against Asians in their respective countries as bigots scapegoat them for the coronavirus.

As recently as last year, Jews have been killed and brutalized across this country by white supremacists, anti-Zionists and deranged individuals. The KKK’s former Grand Wizard David Duke blames “Zionists” (his dog-whistle for Jews) for causing the coronavirus. Public figures such as actress Rosanna Arquette have made rash claims that Israel knew about the virus and kept it from the world so it could develop a vaccine first: put “lives at risk for profit” as she wrote in a now apologized-for tweet.

We must be on guard for anti-Semitism now, more than ever. Societies are vulnerable and tormented at this time of crisis, just as they were during the Black Death. We have to monitor any shift in public discourse that connects Jews and Israel in this pandemic. We have to remember the countless lessons of history: No matter how wonderful your community may be for Jews, we are safe until we are not.

However, for the first time in history, there is a state that will always be safe for Jews: our own.
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